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Product description and areas of application
In order to prevent uncontrolled fissuring, use a ceiling separation strip to encompass the coating
substances of all BASWAphon acoustic surfaces from other adjacent surfaces and / or structural
elements (wall connections, pillars, metal or wooden window or door frames and similar). Depending on the optical or structural-physical requirement, a PE ceiling separation strip can be used.

Product data
Material

PE foam

Item number

a 133

Width of separation strip

50 mm

Thickness of separation strip

3 mm

Colour

White

Weight / roll

0 . 350 kg
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Delivery
Delivered as

rolls of 30 m

Application regulations
Installation
1. Adhere the ceiling separation strip to the adjacent surfaces and / or structural elements (wall
connections, pillars, metal or wooden window or door frames and similar).
2. Process the BASWAphon acoustic panel and coatings to the ceiling strip in accordance with the
BASWA processing directives.
3. When the BASWAphon final coating is dry, cut the ceiling separation strips flush to the bottom
of the ceiling.

Disclaimer
The previously mentioned data, in particular the suggestions for the processing and application of
our products, are based on our knowledge and experience in the normal case, prerequisite is that
the products have been correctly stored and used. Because of the different materials, surfaces
anddeviating working conditions, no guarantee of the result of the work can be given, or liability be
placed, regardless of the legal relationship, neither from these instructions, nor from verbal advice, unless we are culpable of intent or gross negligence. Hereby, the user must prove that he/she
has provided punctual, complete written knowledge to BASWA in order for BASWA to attain a correct and successful evaluation. Upon receipt, the user must check the products for their suitability
for the envisaged application. Changes to the product specifications remained reserved. Observe
the protection rights of third parties. Furthermore, our respective sales and delivery conditions
remain applicable. The current product data sheet is applicable and can be requested from us.
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